BR ING CUSTOMER JOUR NEY

STE P S R ECEIVED

Logge på mybring.com
og velge ny bestilling

F RO M BR IN G

Legg inn fra/til
og klikk på finn pris

Legg inn vekt,
huk av for fri retur og
klikk oppdater og neste

Velg type sending

Skriv ut returetikett og
legg i pakken.
Skriv ut fraktetikett
og fest på pakken

Fyll ut avsender/mottaker
og klikk bestill

Bestiller mottar
e-post med bekreftelse
+ linker til etiketter

Mottaker varsles enten

Antall varslinger avhenger
av type tjeneste (om mottaker
skal hente selv eller få
pakken levert hjem).

på sms, e-post eller

Pakke innleveres til Posten

hentemelding
i postkassen.

Mottaker henter pakken
og finner informasjon om
returmulighet i pakken
sammen med varen

Om mottaker velger å
returnere fylles returskjema
ut og returetikett limes
på pakken

Avsender får enten pakken
på døren eller får
hentemelding og henter
pakken på Posten.

Mottaker leverer
pakken på Posten

Customers who grow out
of Mybring or EDI are lost
to competitors instead of
brought into the next
applicable Bring service
(for example fullfilment).

In collaboration with

Bring is a shadow partner,

Trollweb Bring can deliver

not really visible to the end

everything the seller needs.

customer. They usually

Webshop and accounting,

interact with Posten to

EDI or fullfillment. This isn’t

receive the package and

well communicated.

with the web shop to
order.

JOUR NEY

(

SI Z ES EQUA L
ES T I M ATED TIM E

)

HANDLING THE ORDER ON BRING . NO

RECEIVING THE ORDER & PACKING THE PRODUCT

ORDERING A PRODUCT

RECEIVING THE PRODUCT

SHIPPING THE PRODUCT

RETURNING THE PRODUCT

Customers we have talked

Customers we have talked

to see Bring as a big
company that doesn’t care
Customers are confused

Web shops have to give a

Many web shop owners

It is a hassle to pack and

Webshop owners want the

There is no information

Many people have

Self-service packing and

There are several tasks

Webshop owners who

We found that Bring wants

New users feel uncertainty

People usually only want to

Bring.no often doesn´t

Manouvering Bring.no as a

Web shop owners mostly

When shipping fragile

When delivering to Post in

The self service hole in the

It’s unclear who is

Webshop owner does not

To be there when home

Your receiver can only get

When you have pick-up

Some web shops do not

The end customer has to

The Bring delivery person

about the shipping options

price for shipping here,

hired someone to do the

make the parcel ready for

packaging process to be

about what happens if you

problems finding the right

sending does not scale

being repeated while you

outsourced packaging

to meet their customers as

about when the ordering

know what is the cheapest

accept the package

first time user is confusing.

trust Bring to do their part

packages there are no

Store or Posten there is

wall can feel insecure. Did

responsible when

get feedback that the

delivery arrives feels like

return labels if you register

deal and Bring both

have the time to pick up

attach the return label

currently can’t pick up a

offered, and often choose

even though they don’t

packing for them

sending.

fast and easy or covered

don't measure correctly.

box for the item that

well: When you suddenly

are packing the product.

were very happy and

simple and accommodating.

process on bring.no is

and fastest option.

information, for instance if

of the job and deliver

guarantees, and some

little or no Bring branding.

the package get shipped

something goes wrong.

parcel has been delivered,

the receivers responsibility,

as a Mybring customer, but

delivers and picks up

the returns in the post

himself, if it’s included in

return at the same time as

the cheapest option.

know it until later.

(in-house), adding to the

by Bring entirely.

Will you get the item

should be sent and packed

need to send 50 packages

saved significant amount

However, their clients, see

finished. You pay and then

it doesn’t fit he current

on-time.

customers feel uncertain

or not?

The receiver calls the web

but has to check himself.

instead of it being Brings

this is not communicated. If

packages at your door, you

office, and don’t know

the package.

delivering a new product.

returned?

in the right way.

you will spend a day to do

of time.

them as very “hands off”

what?

‘product’. When this

that their goods are

shop owner, web shop

responsibility to deliver at

you’re not a Mybring

still get your returns at the

what happens to them.

happens you get data loss

handled with care.

owner calls bring.

a time that fits the

customer and the end

local post office and have

receiver.

customer needs to return

to pick them up yourself.

costs of sending. If you can
cut the time spent

and distant. Bring is just a

so.

functional tool for them.

packaging you can cut the
costs.

You should feel that Bring

Becoming a Mybring

and have to re-enter

customer needs to be

everything.

Some customers find it
hard to find the reference
number of their package.

Shipping affects the sender

is showing you the way

Bring can see that the web

confirmed by Bring and

through this packing

shop owner is logged in to

takes 1 - 3 days. It takes

There is a huge number of

loyalty between sender

Mybring and could contact

longer than sending a

types of sending, as a

and receiver

them while they are online.

package.

process.

I NSIGHTS

Sending through posten.no
is better/easier than

just use the same type over

through bring.no

and over again without

WOR KSH OPS

looking for the best option
while new users spend time
trying to find the cheapest
option.

Bring’s price system is

No option of choosing

inflexible and hard to

fragile package.

The customer also needs

the brand of the sender.

Bring to keep their

brand image and the

result old customers often

FROM TH E AT - ONE

The delivery does not show
The receiver deals with

promises towards

more actors than the

delivering, to take care of

sender does. It is important

the situation if something

Web shop owner is sending

to focus on the steps the

happens, give correct

a lot of the same goods, so

receiver of the package

information, and provide

it should be easy to save

goes through.

presets.

Ex-costumers see Bring as

to have stopped calling

too rigid and inflexible to

Bring Customer Care when

about them.

meet their needs.

stuff goes wrong.

They have to be shipped
separately.

the product the will have
to pay for the sending.
The note you get from

Clients see Posten and

Posten to pick-up doesn't

Bring as a company that

have enough information

thinks in logistics processes

about where to pick-up

instead of from the

an overall nice and exciting

the package, it only says

customers perspective.

experience.

“Pick up at your post

The customer uses more
resources than Bring thinks,
especially when packing
and handling orders.

office” and some

understand. Is it based on

Bring.no asks you to write a

the weight or the size of

lot.

the package?

customers don’t know

If a package isn’t delivered
The printed labels are

the sender is not notified

The one who orders wants

until it arrives as a return.

a clear message of when

roughly A4 sized and

G LOBAL
INSIGHTS & QUOTES

they will receive the

sometimes too big for the

package.

package.

There is no way to

which post office that is.

customize the label you
get from bring.no and it’s
big, boring and off-brand
for the customer.
“Bring is future oriented for sure. I feel

“Avoid using all energy on logistics, if it

that stuff is happening all the time. [It’s]

doesn’t work, there’s a crisis”.

a step in the right direction”.
“Bring is just too big and doesn’t have
BRING CUSTOMER

RECEIVING THE PRODUCT
ORDERING THE PRODUCT

BR IN G CUSTOMER ´ S

LOOKING FOR WEBSHOPS

COLLICARE CUSTOMER

GOING TO THE
POSTAL OFFICE

good price deal”.
“ColliCare takes care of importing,
exporting and delivery tasks.

RECEIVING THE ORDER

Everything”.

SELECTING THE PRODUCT
GOING TO BRING.NO

EMOT I ONAL GR APH

PAYING FOR THE ORDER ONLINE
FILLING OUT
POSTAL CODE

FINDING PRODUCT
& MATERIALS TO PACK
SELECTING TYPE
OF SENDING

MEASURING & WEIGHING
PACKING THE PRODUCT

“Every minute I spend on packing I feel

“Before, we had our logo on the

that I´m “losing” money, since I would

shipping label. That is not possible

earn more money focusing on the

now with the new system we got one

BRING CUSTOMER

BRING CUSTOMER

for ONE package/item - Around
christmas time I have to pack 10-15
packages every day.”

“We put the product in a

QUOTES

plastic bag before we put it in the box,

POS SIBLE & CUR R ENT
C U STOM ERS
BRING CUSTOMER

“Minipakke is genius for us, because
we ship so much small stuff”.

house for being so difficult at
everything. They take payment for
everything they can and are very strict

BRING CUSTOMER

“I send about a 100 (+) packages a

BRING CUSTOMER

BRING CUSTOMER

we have weighted 3 grams to little”.

RECEIVING THE PICK-UP SLIP
ATTACHING RETURN LABEL
TO THE PACKAGE

“Bring both delivers and picks up. They

supposed to be picked up in store, so

the 60 packages, only one cup was

customer returns the package we have

are here twice a day. Still we have to

“I can do just fine with what I know.

“Its Posten even if its called Bring, isn’t

now I have to unpack it again”.

broken”.

to pay 100kr at the post office to get it

pick up our own returns [at the post

I´ve learned the basics and I don´t

it?”

back. Even though we have pick-up deal

office].”

have time to search for more offers

BRING CUSTOMER

BRING CUSTOMER

POSTEN CUSTOMER

we have to go to the post office and
retrieve the package our selves”.

“Bring has a very complicated price

the post in store in the evening. Before

system. We have to look at prices,

“I don’t expect them to pack for me. But

Christmas I use 6-7 hours each day on

“The rules are so complicated; We

areas and tariffs”.

I would liked that they could give me

packing the g”.

know nothing about what we pay for.

envelopes but register them with Bring

We just get the bill. That’s it”.

as packages, to be able to track them”.

Posten has very rigid systems, right?

BRING CUSTOMER

“We use pay on delivery [...] When the

morning + some time on delivering to

“Our difficulties are mostly because

GOING TO THE POSTAL OFFICE

“Posten does some things right, of all

week and use 1-1,5 hours every

BRING CUSTOMER

and functions”.

BRING CUSTOMER

sending the package, but I have no

“We send letters with gift cards in

BRING CUSTOMER

complain to Bring, but we don’t always
bother to do it”.

work is and their responsibility?”.

“If [Bring] fucks up they don’t let us
know, not even from customer care. It’s
just a direct loss for us. [...] I’ve even
spoken to the [Bring] manager about it,
BRING CUSTOMER

but nothing ever happens and now I

“Bring is simple, cheap, clear and

don’t even bother anymore.”

reliable to use and the customer
service is great”.

idea how much Bring charges me. My
accountant takes the bill”.
BRING CUSTOMER

BRING CUSTOMER

“Bring don’t have any guarantees for
sending fragile things. I have all the
responsibility”.

Bring I think”.
“Does Posten know how important their

happen, if you pack it like this and this”.
POSTEN CUSTOMER

“There are no other competitors to
SCHENKER & BRING CUSTOMER

SWEDEN POST CUSTOMER

[They say:] Yes yes yes, we can make it
“I charge the customer 80kr. for

design process”.

“I just realized that this package was

“When packages disappear, we
POSTEN CUSTOMER

things such as customer care and

It´s easy to get in contact with them”.

on small things. We get an invoice if

one price for sending the whole batch”.

to get our brand “in” at the customer”.

PRINTING AND ATTACHING LABELS
ON THE PACKAGE

“Bring is an internal joke here at the

to each other”.

online”.

“I use 12 min only to do the packing

be able to add our colour”.
SWEDEN POST CUSTOMER

found online. I also order bubble plastic

DELIVERY TO POSTAL OFFICE

FILLING OUT SIZE &
WEIGHT OF THE PACKAGE

systems are separate and do not talk

deliveries I can more focus on other

“I´m happy with the customer service.

FILLING OUT
ADDRESS

“The Label, Payment and Ordering

boxes from a German company which I

to make it fit the products.”

year ago. It would have been nice to

core business”.

“I order a special kind of cardboard

“I have to customize every wrapping

SELECTING KIND
OF PACKAGE & PRICE

“Since ColliCare takes care of all

